
 

 

  

WHY STATUS QUO ALWAYS DEFEATS CHANGE?  

My comments on: Losing My Religion By George 

Fulton and The Real Ugly Truth By Mahreen Khan 
The Published and Unpublished Truth 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We mix up national / international politics, religion and the 
ongoing Great Game in and around Pakistan and across the 
globe. It is a common fashion to blame Zia-ul-Haq, Religion and 
Maulvis for everything from Russian invasion and defeat in 
Afghanistan to 9/11 and from acts of terrorism across the globe 
to target killing in different parts of the country.  In Pakistan all 
the public movements demanding a change were very smartly 
hijacked by invisible manipulators. In different circumstances 
Bhutto, Zia-ul-Haque and Pervez Musharraf were used as popular 
political, religious and moderate TOOLS by INVISIBLE 
STRATEGIC PLANNERS who INDIRECTLY rule the country 
through the elected and unelected rulers as their FRONTMEN. 

When these front men create a mess a new front man comes 
forward with an agenda reflecting most popular demand of the 
day. Is it necessary to throw out a government to bring change? 
How many governments have we already thrown out and where 
do we stand? What is the guarantee that the results after getting 
rid of this government will not be the same? 
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Losing My Religion by George Fulton 
The Published and Unpublished Truth 

 

My published and unpublished comments in response to George Fulton’s article on the subject available at: 

http://tribune.com.pk/story/64801/losing-my-religion/ 
 

@George, may I ask you a Question? Who told you that suicide bombers ―BLOW THEMSELVES UP‖ in ―THE NAME 

OF GOD?‖ Did any suicide bomber ever tell anybody that he accepts suicide mission for a ―religious cause?‖ Suicide 

bombers do not mix up with people and do not declare their intentions. No suicide bomber has been captured alive. 

Those who have been captured before blowing themselves up have only admitted that they had done it either for 

money or for revenge. Some were even blackmailed to do it. 

Unfortunately we are confused. We mix up national / international politics, religion and the ongoing Great Game in 

and around Pakistan and across the globe. It is a common fashion to blame Zia-ul-Haq, Religion and Maulvis for 

everything from Russian invasion and defeat in Afghanistan to 9/11 and from acts of terrorism across the globe to 

target killing in different parts of the country. 

Whatever Zia-ul-Haq had done was political in nature and it did not have any RELIGIOUS AGENDA at all. I am 

saying that because I had spent almost three years seeing and working for him from an arms distance. Personally 

he was religious but politically he was ―PRINCE.‖ He was a military strategist par excellence. He knew how to deal 

with Americans and national politicians both. He created MQM and IJI to weaken PPP’s vote bank in Sind and 

Punjab. He encouraged Sindhi nationalist leaders, released Abdul Wali Khan from prison and formed a Mullah 

Military Alliance to illustrate his solidarity with U. S. Mission in Afghanistan and practical endorsement of American 

strategic approach in the Great Game. From where does the religion come in? None of these activities reflect any 

religious agenda. All these activities were political in nature. 

Here again we mix up Zia-ul-Haq’s personal religious appearance with his political actions and unintentionally and 

injudiciously those who practice Islam as a religion as they are supposed to in the process which is not only out of 

context but condemnable also. 

In present scenario those people who are truly religious and spiritual are not slightly demotivated by explosions in 

mosques, imam bargahs and shrines. They have not stopped going to mosques, imam bargahs and shrines. They 

know the real culprits behind these acts of barbarity and they are also cognizant of their global agenda too. 

What you Mr. George must be assured of is that if your office janitor does not warmly greet you with a hearty 

―Brother George‖ you are to all Pakistanis their true ―Brother George‖ and that is what Islam teaches us. My 

request to you and my Muslim and non-Muslim brothers is to keep religion and religious people out of ongoing dirty 

national and international geo-politics.  

http://tribune.com.pk/story/64801/losing-my-religion/


RELIGIONS ARE FAR ABOVE PERSONALITIES AND POLITICS. IF YOU CANNOT BRING GOD DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF 

HUMANS, YOU CANNOT BRING RELIGION DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF PERSONALITIES AND POLITICS and YOU 

CANNOT BRING RELIGIOUS PEOPLE DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF THOSE PEOPLE WHO ONLY BELIEVE IN THE WORLD 

THEY LIVE IN AND DO NOT BELIEVE IN THE WORLD AFTER.  

Everybody has the right to differ with me and my views BUT this is what I firmly believe in and stand for at any 

platform anywhere in the world as a very humble PROUD MUSLIM. 

@ Talha says: ―Zia used religion as a political tool‖ and Waqqas asks how Islamization of Pakistan is not a religious 

agenda? Let me share with you an analysis of mine which Pakistani’s are oblivious of and will remain oblivious for 

known reasons. 

In Pakistan all the public movements demanding a change were very smartly hijacked by invisible manipulators. 

Take the example of protests against Ayub Khan. The reason was unsubstantiated concentration of wealth in few 

hands and exploitation of poor by rich. Bhutto came into power by raising the slogan of Roti, Kapra aur Makan. Ask 

Dr. Mubbashir Hussain how many poor people were represented in Assemblies and Bhutto’s cabinet by poor 

people? How many pro-poor policies did Bhutto introduce and implement? When this was pointed out to Bhutto by 

Dr. Mubbashir Hussain what was Bhutto’s answer? It was all an EYE WASH! 

The nationwide protests against Bhutto started on allegation of rigging in election and lead to the demand for the 

introduction of Nizam-e-Mustafa in the country. The movement was also called Tehrik-e-Nizam-e-Mustafa. This 

political not religious demand was Islamized by those who had previously come up with the slogan of Roti, Kapra 

aur Makan. Their political front man was Bhutto. This time the front man was Zia-ul-Haque. All the religious parties 

were brought on board and Jama’at-e-Islami was represented in Zia’s cabinet also.  

Third time people were fed up of corrupt practices and bad governance of the politicians. They wanted a 

transparent system of political and economic governance. Pervez Musharf came up with a Seven Point Agenda and 

everybody including Benazir welcomed him. What does all this establish? 

IN DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES BHUTTO, ZIA-UL-HAQ AND PERVEZ MUSHARRAF WERE USED AS POPULAR 

POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS AND MODERATE TOOLS BY INVISIBLE STRATEGIC PLANNERS WHO INDIRECTLY RULE THE 

COUNTRY THROUGH THE RULERS AS THEIR FRONTMEN.  

When these front men create a mess a new front man comes forward with an agenda reflecting most popular 

demand of the day. 

THIS TIME THE AGENDA IS JUSTICE. The possible front men are Imran Khan, Aitezaz Ahsan and possibly Chief 

Justice Iftikhar Hussain (after retirement on popular demand)! 

THE INTERESTING THING IS THAT EVEN THE FRONTMEN DO NOT KNOW THAT THEY ARE BEING USED AS 

FRONTMEN AND AS A TOOL!!! 



Is there any doubt? Every ruler came in power to work on a ―Popular Agenda‖ but worked on an Invisible Agenda 

to sabotage the actual agenda. My friends this is the reality of the hijacking of movements for political, religious 

and economic reforms in Pakistan. This reality has nothing to do with politics, religion or well being of the country 

and its people. 

@Waqqas my point was that religion was not a tool. Zia-ul-Haq was used as a tool and he was very consciously 

picked up by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto himself to assure the religious circles that ―Islam is our religion‖ was not merely a 

―political‖ slogan. Zia-ul-Haq, Pakistan and Pakistanis were used against Russians as tools. After Russian 

occupation of Afghanistan, its elimination as a buffer zone between Af-Pak our frontiers, like frontiers and political 

systems of other Muslim countries around Afghanistan were exposed to presumed possible Russian attack and its 

expected fall out. The fight was between Afghans and Russians. The religion was not under threat, the Muslim 

countries including Pakistan across the region were. 

After 9/11 Musharraf was used against Al-Qaida as a tool and now this government is used against Talibans in 

Afghanistan and Pakistan as a tool.  

Pakistani Talibans had tried to impose their Nizam-e-Adl in Swat and were thrown out of there proving and 

conveying clearly and forcefully that their kind of Islam was not acceptable and workable in our country. So as 

Muslims what are we afraid of? We have a more secular than a secular government. We have an army ready to 

fight against any attempt to disturb the way we live in this world and the way we believe in the world after. When 

the Pakistani Talibans have failed in Swat how can they succeed in other parts of the country where we have law 

enforcing agencies as well as rangers and army cantonment areas? Do you think that a few suicide bombers can 

succeed in converting GEORGE and the entire population to Talibanism? We are not slightly disturbed and have not 

changed our ―KNOWN NATIONAL SUICIDALSOCIAL HABITS‖ even after witnessing earthquake and flood shock 

waves across the country and Azad Kashmir, how can we change our personal faith and be afraid of a few suicide 

bombings here and there? 

We must understand that target Killings in Karachi are an INTERNAL and suicide bombings are EXTERNAL security 

threats and they must be looked at from that perspective. These threats have nothing to do with religion and we 

must not blame either Muslims or non-Muslims for that. 

(THE FOLLOWING COMMENT WAS NOT PUBLISHED DUE TO THE REASONS ONLY KNOWN TO ONLINE 

EDITOR) @Waqqas, What I am disappointed with media after my association and interaction with few of the 

biggest names and personalities in the media world in and outside Pakistan for the last more than 30 years is the 

fact that media owners and their employees keep the people ignorant of the BIG PICTURE. Note the reporting on 

9/11, Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, Economic Fiasco, Financial Mess, Nifaz-e-Shari’at Ordinance and Military 

Operation in Swat, so-called Target Killings in Karachi, Suicide Bombings and Crisis of Governance across the 

globe. 



Repoerters, columnists, analysts and anchors do not look into the background. They do not do their homework. 

They do not report, write or comment with appropriate and accurate RELIGIOUS, social, economic, political, 

military and diplomatic background in the back of their mind. They jump to conclusions and indulge in BLAME 

GAME. 

Everybody knows how Benazir made her way back to Pakistan, on what terms and conditions and under 

guarantees from whom IN EXCHANGE FOR WHAT? Her over cleverness cost her life for obvious reasons very well 

known before her return. They forget that MOHTARMA(?) paved the way for Zardari to ride on SYMPATHY VOTE, 

become President of Pakistan and create a BIG MESS. I admire her for her personal perseverance, patience, 

courage and political cleverness. BUT in Politics and diplomacy she had disappointment me NOT ONCE BUT 

THRICE! Our media has bestowed on her respect by always calling her SHAHEED MOHTARAMA BENAZIR BHUTTO 

for what? For preparing the ground for the kind of democracy we are witnessing? This is irony of IMMATURE 

CHILDISH YELLOW JOURNALISM! 

How a General of the army and President of Pakistan went all the way to UAE to meet with Benazir and agree that 

she would be ALLOWED to become Prime Minister of Pakistan for the THIRD TIME for what and on whose 

instructions and queue? To HIMSELF remain President of Pakistan forgetting what she had done to Ghulam Ishaq 

Khan! Where is the key person who had advised him to do so on whose behalf and what courtesies he has been 

extended and enjoying from government’s funds? This is another irony of IMMATURE CHILDISH YELLOW 

JOURNALISM! 

How Zardari has become President of Pakistan? How Nawaz Sharif is pretending to be an Angel? How Imran Khan 

is presented as a popular political leader without any existence of a core party leadership? Can media teams jointly 

present ten big names from any walk of life around him as his party colleagues who have ever appeared or who are 

around or asked to represent him and his party on television? He is always seen alone – A leader without an 

executive committee seen on screen. YES I admit SKMH is CERTAINLY and BEYOND ANY DOUBT a laudable 

achievement of Imran Khan but Governance of a country consisting of four provinces in a big mess for being the 

playground of the Great Game and Greater Middle East is much bigger a task than constructing and running a 

charitable Hospital by a dedicated team of professionals. It is easy to find a dedicated team of professional for a 

hospital but what about forming a team of DEDICATED POLITICIANS? Try to seek an answer from the founder of 

Pakistan’s soul and the meaning of term KHOATAY SIKKAY coined by him! 

The RELIGIOUS, political, social and economic mess we are in today is the result of the focus of our media on 

personalities and artificially created escape goats instead of their performance in and out of power. Media has to 

qualify or disqualify a personality in every walk of life purely on the merit of his core strategic vision, credentials, 

credibility of his team and his overall performance in different areas, not in one area alone, before coming into 

power. But all big names in RELIGIOUS, social, economic, political, military and diplomatic circles in and out of 



power are ANGELS except those who are not delivering or are incapable of delivering what their invisible MASTERS 

who bring them into power want them to deliver. 

MEDIA HAS FAILED TO EXPOSE THOSE INVISIBLE MASTERS. ONLY purely apolitical religious circles who have 

nothing to do with politics and international relations are CONDEMNED across the board without any consideration 

of what is going on in the country for what reasons and to satisfy whom? Why media does not ask Maulana Fazal-

ur-Rehman and Jama’at-e-Islami Chief and other political religious leaders to assure that no suicide bombing takes 

place not only at religious but any other place in Pakistan if the suicide bombers really belong to religious groups 

and media has indisputable proof of that? Why they do not ask Altaf Hussain, Asfandyar Wali and Asif Ali Zardari 

(PARTY HEADS) to put an end to so-called Target Killings in Karachi instead of blaming unknown shooters? Why 

don’t they tell all of them that if any suicide bombing or target killing takes place anywhere in Pakistan and Karachi 

respectively they and their parties jointly with local administration will be personally held administratively 

responsible and criminally accountable for that? 

THERE IS NOTHING BUT AN ENDLESS UGLY POLITICAL SHOW IS ON AND THE SHOW MUST GO ON. IS IT A JOKE 

TO RULE A COUNTRY OF MORE THAN 17 MILLION PEOPLE AND JUDICIOUSLY REPORT THAT TOO? WE HAVE TO DO 

SOUL SEARCHING AND HOMEWORK ON TOP OF ALL MEDIA!!! 

http://tribune.com.pk/story/64801/losing-my-religion/ 

 

  

THE REAL UGLY TRUTH BY MAHREEN KHAN 

EXPRESS TRIBUNE – 19 – 10 - 2010 

Ms. Mahreen Khan, let me share with you a glimpse of real ugly truth: 

The multi-sponsored attempts to engineer a solution for Pakistan’s political, social economic, military and 

diplomatic problems have failed. Let us take the following realities on ground into consideration: 

1:   NRO was externally initiated and imposed by a number of foreign intelligence agencies to install a regime 

consisting of politicians and their cronies known for corruption across the globe. The purpose of doing so, not 

for this country specific mission but just for understanding, can be studied in detail in John Perkins’s book: 

―Confessions of an Economic Hit man.‖ Pre-empting legal fallout an attempt was made to replace the country 

loving honest and defiant judges with dummy and compliant judges – The attempt failed. 

2:   For violating the terms and conditions of the NRO, Benazir was eliminated and replaced with her husband who 

was not either directly or indirectly involved in NRO related negotiations but directly benefited from them. He 

was not an ―intended beneficiary of NRO BY DESIGN.‖ 

http://tribune.com.pk/story/64801/losing-my-religion/


3:   Previously former President Pervez Musharraf was responsible for strategic decisions concerning affairs of the 

state and matters relating to War Theater in and around Afghanistan in his capacity both as President and 

Army Chief.  

Expectations from the civilian President / Prime Minister and a truly professional Army Chief to accomplish the 

objectives of ―Military Operation Other Than War‖ in Regional War Theater in and around Afghanistan have 

resulted in political chaos, strategic military confusion and diplomatic complications in triumvirate relationship 

between USA, Government of Pakistan and Pakistan’s military command. They have inherited a situation which 

is far beyond their control. Pakistan and United States both have been trapped in a situation which is regional 

in nature and it can be addressed only through a dialogue between countries around Afghanistan and the 

countries in the middle east that are expected to feel the heat of the fall-out of U. S. withdrawal from 

Afghanistan which is not expected in the near future. 

4:  In order to camouflage the economic and financial fallout of War in Afghanistan ―An artificial state of 

uncertainty‖ has been created and perpetuated in Pakistan through an irresponsible and ignorant media. A 

group of beneficiaries is taking full financial advantage of this artificial state of uncertainty by making the life 

of the majority of people miserable. 

5:   Pakistan needs political consensus, fiscal discipline and economic sanity more than anything else. Why our 

media owners and Supreme Court both do not focus on an extremely cautious way out instead of targeting 

only one person who evidently is NOT an ANGEL. BUT WHO ELSE IS? What about other 40 thieves who are 

waiting for their turn to plunder Pakistan. 

Is it necessary to throw out a government to bring change? How many governments have we already thrown out 

and where do we stand? What is the guarantee that the results after getting rid of this government will not be the 

same? 

Do the media owners and the Chief Justice have the answer to my questions? Our enemies are taking advantage of 

an irresponsible behavior of those who are supposed to lead the way and to sail the country through troubled 

waters. Let the water flow. It will flush the evils itself in the process if the process is not abruptly stopped. 

Zahid Hussain 6 hours ago  

@Zahid Husain, 

I agree on your final point about targeting ONE MAN.  

I suppose his misfortune was that he got caught by an inside-job. I think the person was a disgruntled employee. A 

dispute over pay, I believe. 

http://pk.linkedin.com/in/zahidhkhalid


We need to get all of them — every crook, under-filer and tax cheat.  

It can be done. 

http://tribune.com.pk/story/64223/the-ugly-truth/#comments 

 
 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION WITH A NOTE OF CAUTION:  
 

Why do I ask, is it necessary to throw out a government to bring change? How many governments have 

we already thrown out and where do we stand? What is the guarantee that the results after getting rid 

of this government will not be the same? I understand the best way out of political mess is to give 

people the chance to “VOTE GOVERNMENTS OUT” instead of throwing them out by “MEANS OTHER 

THAN POLITICAL.” They can be bought once; they can be fooled twice but third time they will vote in 

only responsible and responsive governments.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  


